Recognize this Product?

Asbestos-containing vermiculite is often found in the attics of pre-1990 homes.

Real Estate Professionals Take Note
Salvage the deal with financial assistance from the Zonolite Attic Insulation Trust!

The presence of vermiculite attic insulation may be a material fact*... but it need not sink the deal. It can be potentially mitigated by an informed real estate professional.

*A generally accepted definition of a material fact is one that is important enough that it would impact a party’s decision to enter into a contract or would affect the party’s decision about the contract terms.

Call 1-844-924-2255 or Email Info@ZAltrust.com for information on how we can potentially provide partial reimbursement for a homeowner’s abatement cost.

For important information visit www.ZAltrust.com and click the “Real Estate Professionals” tab.